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Abstract10
Previous studies have found discrepancies concerning the seismic radiation between planar and
curved faults: moment tensor (MT) interpretations, seismic moment estimation and waveforms
change dramatically when the rupture is not planar. Therefore, assuming a point source on a planar
fault for earthquakes in volcanic environments can be an oversimplification that needs to be ad-
dressed if we observe some seismological clues. We study MT inversions for the biggest earthquakes
during the 2014-2015 collapse of the Bárðarbunga caldera, which show non-double couple solutions,
with vertical compression axis. We calculate synthetic seismograms for partial-ring ruptures using
an ideal seismic network, and one emulating the existing monitoring network at Bárðarbunga. Ob-
servations using distal stations can return a better-constrained seismic moment, but they fail to
characterise the dynamics involved. On the other hand, using proximal stations we obtain a reliable
representation of the forces involved. However, the seismic moment is systematically overestimated
due to the proximity to the curved source and the corresponding focusing effects. Finally, we correct
the area of rupture due to fault shape to estimate the real cumulative seismic moment during the
caldera collapse. The result shows a closer relationship between seismic and geodetic moment. In
particular, both estimations match when we use a realistic rigidity for a volcanic environment.
1. Introduction11
The energy released by an earthquake is given by the seismic moment (Mo) which for a planar12
fault is linearly dependent on the average slip on the fault (D), the rupture area (A) and the13
shear modulus of the surrounding rock (µ) (Aki and Richards, 2002). If the rupture area is small14
compared to the wavelength the earthquake can be considered as taking place in a point in space15
i.e. point source. However, as the area increases, the approximation is no longer valid and the16
description of the earthquake needs a representation of the rupture area as the superposition of17
several point sources (extended fault model). In this study, we focus on a special case of rupture,18
ring faults, with caldera-size dimensions with diameters of about 5 km.19
We apply the ring-fault model proposed by Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg (2019) to the Bárðar-20
bunga caldera collapse, explaining more accurately the geometrical problem, moment tensor (MT)21
inversions and seismic moment estimation. It is evident that the Bárðarbunga caldera as a whole22
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is formed by a non-perfect ring fault. For small events, the curvature of the rupture area is negli-23
gible and therefore can be explained by a single double couple (DC) (Ágústsdóttir et al., 2019), on24
the other hand, for bigger ruptures, the curvature comes into play and a more complex model is25
needed to explain the observations. Moreover, MT solutions reported for these events (Riel et al.,26
2015; Gudmundsson et al., 2016) include an important Compensated Linear Vector Dipole (CLVD)27
component, which Ekström (1994) attributed to outward dipping ring-fault ruptures. Thus, these28
MT solutions are a good indicator that curved-ruptures are applicable.29
Previous results on the 2014 Bárðarbunga caldera collapse support the idea of an aseismic30
collapse (Riel et al., 2015), which implies creeping slip at the caldera rims or a tremor-like super-31
position of events forming a slow slip event. These processes are very likely to occur, therefore,32
there is always a discrepancy when comparing seismic and geodetic moment. Here we propose that33
the partial wave interference produced by the radiation of different point sources plays an additional34
role in being responsible for the low value of the seismic moment. By applying the ring-fault model35
we re-calculate the areas of rupture for each event and determine the cumulative seismic moment,36
which can then be compared to the geodetic moment.37
1.1. Ring faults: conduits38
We showed previously (Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg, 2019), that partial- or full-ring ruptures,39
with a radius of tens of meters (conduits), cannot be directly represented by a single-source model.40
The planar geometry of a classic point source produces the highest amplitudes, however, increasing41
the fault curvature while keeping the rupture area constant result in decreasing amplitudes. Thus,42
if we assume a planar seismic source instead of the real curved source, the seismic moment is43
systematically underestimated. Moreover, the waveforms produced by opposed double couples at44
close proximity (dyke and full-ring) are the time derivative of the waveform predicted by the source45
theory in the far-field. This implies that if we assume a planar fault framework, an MT inversion46
returns the derivative of the actual slip history. Finally, the MT solutions for these curved sources47
return dominant CLVD and isotropic (ISO) components, which points to a reorganisation or change48
of volume, respectively, regardless of the pure shear nature (DC) of the ruptures.49
Ekström (1994) studied the MT components produced by outward-dipping ring faults after the50
isotropic component was set to zero, he found a trade-off between DC and CLVD components while51
varying the dipping angle. Nettles and Ekström (1998); Shuler and Ekström (2009); Shuler et al.52
(2013b,a) reported vertical- and sub-vertical-CLVD focal mechanisms at Bárðarbunga, Nyiragongo,53
Rabaul, Tungurahua, Miyakejima, among others. These results were explained by ring fault rupture54
models. Shuler et al. (2013a) proposed the inclusion of the isotropic component in the analysis,55
they consider a trade-off between isotropic and CLVD, alongside with smaller DC contribution,56
which can be a more appropriate description. In this study, we use the classic decomposition of the57
moment tensor to be a summation of the ISO, CLVD and DC components. The isotropic component58
represents homogeneous tension or pressure forces, i.e. explosion and implosion, respectively. The59
sum of all components (ISO, DC and CLVD) represents the 100% of the seismic moment.60
1.2. Caldera collapse: Bárðarbunga, 2014-201561
The Bárðarbunga caldera is located in central Iceland under a tensional stress regime due to62
divergent Eurasia and North American plates. Gravity studies (Gudmundsson and Högnadóttir,63
2007) have shown that its roof aspect ratio is fairly low (height/width = 5/11 ∼ 0.5), i.e. the caldera64
roof is thin and wide, this is also supported by Ágústsdóttir et al. (2019) who located the fragile-65
ductile transition at 6−7 km depth. During a caldera collapse of these characteristics, special fault66
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systems develop (Roche et al., 2000). Acocella (2007) defined stages to explain this kind of caldera67
formation process, according to experiments, calderas evolve from an initial downsag type (stage68
1) collapse showing no seismicity followed by thrust faults developed at the boundaries (stage 2),69
later, a combination of the two previous stages is developed (stage 3) and finally, normal faults70
are created outside the pre-existing reverse faults (stage 4). Previous studies of the seismicity at71
Bárðarbunga showed tensional, vertical CLVD focal mechanisms supporting the conceptual model72
at stage 2 of caldera formation (Nettles and Ekström, 1998; Tkalčić et al., 2009).73
Riel et al. (2015); Gudmundsson et al. (2016); Ágústsdóttir et al. (2019) studied seismicity during74
the 2014-2015 collapse which was concentrated at both the north-northwest and southern parts of75
the caldera. In summary, the seismicity was interpreted as normal DC solutions for small events76
(Mw > 4.5), whereas for bigger events, non-DC component (CLVD and ISO) become dominant77
(Rodriguez Cardozo et al., 2018). Most focal mechanisms show vertical pressure axes (stage 4,78
normal faulting according to Acocella (2007)) and can be explained by inner dipping normal ring-79
faults. Gudmundsson et al. (2016) calculated the cumulative seismic moment for the whole caldera80
collapse process as Mo = 5.07×1018 Nm, and the geodetic moment M
(g)
o in the range of 4×1019 Nm81
for a rigidity of µ = 2 GPa and 4×1020 Nm for µ = 20 GPa, assuming a total average slip at the ring-82
fault of 60 m and a vertical extent of the ring-fault of 12 km. Parks et al. (2017) have recalculated83
slip distribution at the boundaries of the caldera, finding an average slip of 40 m. Moreover,84
Ágústsdóttir et al. (2019) have localised the seismicity finding the fragile-ductile transition at 7 km85
depth, delimiting the bottom of the ring-fault, in contrast to the previous estimation (Gudmundsson86
et al., 2016).87
2. Methodology88
By analysing the reported features of seismicity at Bárðarbunga (Riel et al., 2015; Gudmundsson89
et al., 2016; Ágústsdóttir et al., 2019), we suspect that ring faults are activated due to the non-DC90
components reported. We create synthetic seismograms for partial- and full-ring ruptures using91
Specfem3D (Tromp et al., 2008). We represent curved fault surfaces by a superposition of single92
DC point sources with seismic moment Mo = 4× 1020 Nm, following the methodology described in93
Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg (2019). Our study is divided into two parts, which are described94
as follows:95
• In order to obtain MT components, we simulate extended partial-ring ruptures with a radius96
of R = 3.5 km and constant dip = 60◦ for three different rake angles λ = [−45◦, −90◦,97
−135◦] (negative for normal faults). The strike varies from consecutive point sources in 10◦98
increments, forming a 1/4-ring rupture centred at azimuth −15◦. The duration of the slip99
function is 40 s, therefore P, S and near field phases arrive in one single wave package. We100
use two synthetic seismic networks to record these events, the first emulates the real Icelandic101
Meteorological Observatory (IMO) seismic network (Fig. 1a and b), and second, an ideal102
network covering sufficiently azimuth and take-off angles, the latter defined with respect to103
the vertical upward axis (Fig. 1c). The aim is to reproduce the MT solutions observed in104
nature (Riel et al., 2015; Rodriguez Cardozo et al., 2018) with our complex rupture models.105
• In order to study how the magnitude of an event is affected by the curvature of the source106
we consider 1/4-, 1/2-, 3/4- and full-ring ruptures with radius R = 3.5 km, 60◦ dip and −90◦107
rake. The sources in all cases are separated by 5◦ angular arc, therefore, the ruptures are108
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represented by 18, 36, 54 and 72 sources, respectively. We calculate their seismic moments109
using the IMO network, which provides acceptable results for magnitude estimation. We110
compare them with the seismic moment of a single source multiplied by the number of point111
sources composing the ring-ruptures. The ratio of the seismic moment produced by a planar112
source divided by the seismic moment of the same-size curved fault (MPo /Mo) gives us a113



















Figure 1: Station locations used for modelling. a) Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) stations and their locations
on the focal sphere. b) Subset of IMO, actually used for modelling. c) Ideal network simulated, with stations up to
15 km away and a very good focal sphere coverage. Note the enhanced coverage with the Ideal network.
The period used for the slip function was selected to avoid errors during the inversion by sat-116
isfying the Fraunhofer diffraction condition (Aki and Richards, 2002), which ensures a stationary117
interference pattern. The shape of the extended-source waveform can be seriously deformed if the118
wavelength and therefore the period is not long enough. Shorter wavelengths are observed in nature119
and give important information about the dimensions of the source, however, for our analysis, we120
need to low-pass filter the signals in order to apply point source MT inversions. In this article we121
simplify the problem by using the same source time function for all the sources, however, they can122
be different in shapes and durations. We can perform the same study with different wavelengths123
only if the shortest wavelength satisfies the Fraunhofer diffraction condition.124
The waveforms obtained from the forward modelling are subjected to MT inversions using the125
software package KIWI (Cesca et al., 2010). This returns the mathematical representation of the126
best DC solution and the full moment tensor, both based on a point source approach. No source127
time function is calculated. The Green’s functions were created using the software package Fomosto128
with QSEIS backend (Heimann et al., 2019; Wang, 1999) and a Gaussian wavelet in a half-space129
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medium. The analysis of the moment tensors returned is based on the focal mechanisms showing130
information about the deviatoric MT, the seismic moment related to the magnitude, and the so-131
called lune plot which gives information of the full moment tensor (Tape and Tape, 2012).132
The focal mechanisms provided by the KIWI software are based on the deviatoric components133
only (DC + CLVD) and indicate the polarisation on a focal sphere, which contains information134
about the principal axes for each source. In contrast, the lune plot shows the full moment tensor135
solution, where the deviatoric components are aligned at 0◦ latitude between the DC at the centre136
and CLVD at the edges (second row Fig. 2). The latitude position of the solution gives a measure137
of the importance of the ISO component (explosion at the top, implosion at the bottom). The138
focal mechanism dominated by isotropic components (white or black “beachball”) cannot provide139
any information on the principal axes. The same is valid for the lune plot, which is only a map140
representation of the importance of each component of the moment tensor. Therefore, both repres-141
entations, focal mechanisms and lune plots are complementary. In any case, we label the solutions142
as consistent if two conditions are satisfied: (i) the vertical forces for the CLVD and isotropic com-143
ponent must have the same sign and (ii) the deviatoric solution must be consistent with solutions144
for partial ring rupture proposed by Ekström (1994). The solutions which do not satisfy these145
conditions are labelled as biased due to artefacts introduced by the network configuration.146
Finally, using the seismic moments calculated for different arc ruptures at Bárðarbunga, we147
estimate the correction factor for the seismic moment under the assumption of the respective partial-148
ring rupture. The underestimation of the seismic moment by assuming a planar fault can be149
important while comparing the cumulative seismic moment with the geodetic moment of the whole150
caldera collapse process. By definition, these quantities give information about the seismic energy151
radiated and the strain energy, only for planar faults, therefore, their direct application to ring152
faults can lead to misinterpretations.153
3. Results: Bárðarbunga caldera collapse154
In this section, we show the MT solutions and the seismic moment estimations for each case.155
The aim is to contrast information given by different synthetic seismic networks when we analyse a156
volcanic event similar to the ones that occurred at Bárðarbunga during 2014, regarding its dynamics157
and magnitudes. The results, described in the next two paragraphs, are obtained by using the158
seismic networks shown in Fig. 1b and 1c. The results of the inversion are shown in Fig. 2 and159
summarised in Table 1 and 2.160
• Moment tensor estimations: The MT inversions show contradictory results when using these161
three different seismic networks. The ideal network shows a consistent superposition of DC,162
CLVD and ISO (mostly implosion, i.e. negative diagonal components of the MT) for all three163
rake angles (Table 1). By analysing the deviatoric component shown by the focal mechanisms164
in the first row of Fig. 2c, we observe that the pressure axis returned by the inversion165
software is consistent with previous studies (Ekström, 1994) and the directions of the slip166
vector. Moreover, considering that the individual faults modelled are normal (negative rake167
angles) the semi-vertical pressure axes are consistent with the dominant isotropic component168
(implosion) shown in the lune plots (second row in Fig. 2c). In contrast, the IMO network and169
its subset provide solutions which are not consistent with the theory postulated by Ekström170
(1994) i.e. rake angles are not compatible with pressure/tension axes in the focal mechanism171
solutions (first row in Fig. 2a and 2b). Furthermore, the lune plots (second row in Fig. 2a and172
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2b) show inconsistent results for the ISO component by only varying the rake angle, which173
is a clear artefact due to the station configuration and the absence of seismic stations in the174
proximity of the caldera. In other words, we should not expect such a dramatic change in175
the full moment tensor, only by changing the rake angle 45◦. Finally, in Fig. 3, we show the176
match between the seismograms and the synthetics predicted by the source models for the177
three inversions and five stations each. For all the networks the fit appears to be very good,178
regardless of how different the source models are.179
• Seismic moment Mo estimations: The seismic moment estimations obtained by the two net-180
works also show incompatible results. On one hand, the ideal network, which retrieves a181
good quality MT estimation, fails to provide a realistic seismic moment estimation, due to182
a concentration of energy inside the ring fault. All individual contributions to the radiation183
interfere constructively inside the ring, i.e. focusing effect (Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg,184
2019), which is a direct result of the geometry and not of the seismic energy released by185
the earthquake. This can be observed in Fig. 4b, where the amplitude profiles for curved186
sources in red and black exhibit unusual larger amplitudes for proximal stations. When we187
compare these profiles with a point source profile (such as the shown in blue), lead to an over-188
estimation of the seismic moment and therefore the magnitude of the event, i.e. the seismic189
moment needs to be very high to fit the red or black curves with a power-law such as the blue190
curve. Moreover, the fact that the ring fault and the point source used as hypocentre for the191
MT inversion are not at the same location (Fig. 4a) results in an increase of the misfits for192
all source parameter estimations. Nevertheless, the seismic moments obtained by the IMO193
network can be trusted, since for long epicentral distances the amplitude decay is similar for194
a point source and a ring source, reducing the effect of the geometry in the seismic moment195
estimation. In summary, we calculate the seismic moment by using seismograms from stations196
at long epicentral distances, thus, the complex fault can be seen as a point source.197
• The seismic moments calculated for different partial ruptures with rake = −90◦ in a caldera-198
size ring are shown in Table 2. The ratio between the seismic moment of a planar rupture199
and the seismic moment of the same area but curved MPo /Mo, gives us the value needed200
to correct the seismic moment returned by the inversion. Thus, we can obtain a seismic201
moment which accurately estimates the real rupture area. In all cases the ratio is bigger than202
one, therefore, the apparent seismic moment increases. In our previous study, we obtained203
correction factors for conduit-size ring-faults in the range of 1.1 for a 1/4-ring to 42 for204
a full-ring rupture (Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg, 2019). For caldera-size ring-faults, we205
obtain correction factor in the range 2.9 to 9.7, respectively (Table 2). If we assume that all206
events in a caldera-size fault are 1/4-ring ruptures, the cumulative seismic moment for planar207
faults needs to be multiplied by 2.9 to obtain the seismic moment with the real rupture208
area. On the other hand, if we assume only full-ring ruptures, the correction approaches one209
order of magnitude. The corrections for ring ruptures follows the same principle, the source210
magnitude is underestimated. However, correction factors for conduit-size and caldera-size211
are dramatically different, hence, the application of this conceptual model for different ring212






























Figure 2: Analysis of the results provided by inversion software: Focal mechanisms showing the deviatoric components
of the MT solution and lune plots showing the full MT solution (dark dots). Three 1/4-ring ruptures with 60◦ dip
and different rake angles were analysed (λ = [−45◦, −90◦, −135◦]). For lune plots, 1: Explosion (positive isotropic














































































Figure 3: Examples of waveform match between input seismograms (blue) and synthetics produced by the inversion
software (red). The match is very good for the three inversions and all the stations. (Left) For the source inverted
using the IMO network, we show waveforms from station VOT, THO, ASK, IEY and MJO (Fig. 1b). (Centre) For
the source inverted using the subset of IMO stations, we show waveforms from the same previous stations. (Right)
For the ideal network, we show waveforms from the stations S01, S13, S03, S10 and S18 (Fig. 1c). Note that the
fit appears to be very good regardless of the type of the source model returned. For the first two cases, we used a
lowpass filter of 0.005 Hz corner frequency. For the last case, a lowpass filter with 0.08 Hz corner frequency. Note
that the time scales are different. For interpretation of the colour scales in this figure, the reader is referred to the
online version of this article.
4. Discussion214
In our previous study (Contreras-Arratia and Neuberg, 2019), we showed that classical methods215
for inversion of seismic sources cannot be directly applied to non-planar ruptures since problems216
arise when the shape of the fault is oversimplified. However, understanding the link between these217
complex sources and the results given by different software packages is of major importance, since218
we can quantify the uncertainties in moment tensor inversions and apply corrections. Furthermore,219
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Source Rake DC % CLVD % ISO % Mo IMO network Mo ideal network
1/4-ring −45◦ 8 32 60 3.87× 1014 Nm 3.00× 1015 Nm
1/4-ring −90◦ 7 28 65 5.73× 1014 Nm 1.14× 1015 Nm
1/4-ring −135◦ 15 20 65 5.36× 1014 Nm 1.23× 1015 Nm
Table 1: MT solutions for three 1/4-ring ruptures with different rake values in a caldera-size ring-fault using the ideal
network. Also, their magnitude estimation using the subset of IMO and ideal networks, these networks are shown in
Fig. 1b and c.
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Figure 4: Maximum amplitude as a function of the epicentral distance for different faults. a) Scheme showing 3
ruptures: point source DC (blue), 1/4-ring rupture (red) and full-ring rupture (black). The stars show schematically
the epicentres for each case, which were calculated from a joint inversion (localisation and MT), note that the
epicentres are not located on the fault. The triangles represent seismic stations. b) Normalised maximum amplitudes
as a function of epicentral distance. Every MT inversion software uses a point source approach, which tries to fit an
amplitude profile similar to the blue line, to the data of our curved sources in red and black. Therefore, proximal
stations force the software to overestimate the amplitudes and the magnitude due to the focusing effect inside the
caldera. On the other hand, distal stations accurately estimate the magnitude since the dependence of the amplitude
decay is similar in this domain. For interpretation of the colour scales in this figure, the reader is referred to the
online version of this article.
Source Mo (Inverted seismic moment) MPo (Same size planar fault) M
P
o /Mo
1/4-ring 2.79× 1015 Nm 8.17× 1015 Nm 2.93
1/2-ring 4.35× 1015 Nm 1.60× 1016 Nm 3.68
3/4-ring 3.16× 1015 Nm 2.45× 1016 Nm 7.75
full-ring 3.37× 1015 Nm 3.27× 1016 Nm 9.7
Table 2: Seismic moment calculated for different arc length ruptures, the seismic moment for the analogue planar
fault and their correction coefficient used to calculate the apparent seismic moment.
after modelling extensively different cases of ring ruptures, we can test the results obtained using220
different seismic networks and evaluate whether they are suitable for the analysis or they lead to a221
completely wrong interpretation of the modelled processes.222
4.1. MT calculations and network configuration223
The ambiguity in the MT results and seismic moment estimations obtained with different net-224
work configurations need to be considered and acknowledged. For small earthquakes, for which225
the point source approximation is valid, we obtain well-constrained MT solutions when the focal226
sphere of the event is sufficiently covered, Lanza and Waite (2018) indicates that the ideal number227
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of well-distributed seismic stations is 8. For example, earthquakes at Bárðarbunga are shallow,228
thus, distant seismic networks do not span the focal sphere adequately. We showed in Fig. 1a and229
b that the IMO network correctly spans the azimuthal angles, but coverage of the take-off angles is230
limited, spanning only values around 90◦. Thus, the lack of seismic stations in the proximity of the231
epicentre affects the MT calculation, providing biased results. On the other hand, the ideal network232
sufficiently covers the focal sphere (Fig. 1c), providing results that can be further analysed. In ad-233
dition, the inversion software returns a variety of solutions depending on the network considered.234
Although, they all show a very good fit to the data (Fig. 3) we select as the reliable result the235
one returned for the ideal network, since it supports the solution provided by Ekström (1994) for236
partial-ring ruptures. The good match for different sources returned was previously reported by237
Sindija and Neuberg (2019), who studied the performance of MT inversions for different network238
configurations and sources at Montserrat, West Indies. In many cases, their results fit the data but239
failed to retrieve the moment tensor components, hence, we suggest that a good match between240
input seismograms and synthetics returned from the inversion is not necessarily an indicator of the241
quality of the inversion.242
Complexities during the inversion process arise when the events are shallow compared to the243
wavelength of radiation. The focal mechanisms for each point source show dip-slip faulting, which244
according to Kanamori and Given (1981) present intrinsic uncertainties when the MT inversion is245
performed. In these cases the seismic moment and the dip angle of the fault are poorly constrained246
due to the lack of radiation produced by the components Mxz and Myz, only the factor Mo sin(2δ)247
can be accurately calculated (Tsai et al., 2011). Despite the dip-slip nature of the individual sources,248
the superposition of all contributions is represented mainly by the diagonal of the MT (ISO + CLVD249
components). Thus, shear components are small compared to the diagonal values, as it is shown250
for the DC percentages ranging from 8% to 15% for 1/4-ring ruptures in Table 1. Although this251
effect is intrinsic for MT inversions of shallow earthquakes, in our case, their effect is minimal.252
An alternative method to our point source MT inversion is the multiple moment tensor inver-253
sion (Tsai et al., 2005) which allows us to calculate the real source parameters of every section on254
the curved source, which can provide an incredibly detailed description. However, by applying the255
corrections calculated here, we use a simple method that can account for the destructive interfer-256
ence observed. Furthermore, for the application to Bárðarbunga case, our goal is to calculate the257
cumulative seismic moment, therefore, only the overall value of the seismic moment is needed, not258
individual sections.259
An important limitation of our modelling is the oversimplification of our elastic medium as a half-260
space with constant velocity, this means that ray paths are straight lines, i.e. no refraction occurs.261
In this situation, the rays radiated downwards cannot reach the surface, thus, that information262
is lost. In real seismic applications, velocity structures produce refraction of waves and we can263
completely cover the focal sphere, obtaining better-constrained results. More work has to be done264
considering these propagation effects, but they are beyond the scope of this study.265
4.2. Magnitude estimation and earthquake location266
Another aspect which affects the MT inversion is the size of the fault and its proximity to seismic267
stations, for magnitude estimation, the point source approximation must be valid. The size of the268
rupture must be very small compared to the distance of observation, assuming long wavelengths.269
Geometrically, the point source location that minimises the misfit of a full-ring rupture is its centre,270
even though no fault is located there (Fig. 4a). For small conduit-size ring faults, the location is271
accurate since the horizontal misfit is bigger than the diameter D ∼ 40 m of the ring. On the other272
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hand, for caldera-size rings, the point source location is several kilometres away from the actual273
fault, this produces an artefact in the source parameter estimations. In some extreme cases, the274
amplitudes can increase by a large amount with distance, and they are not correlated with the275
radiation patterns or the geometrical spreading, e.g. the black profile in Fig. 4b.276
In Fig. 4b, we show the maximum normalised amplitudes produced by a 1/4-ring fault at277
different distances, by a full-ring rupture (black line) and by a DC point source (blue line). At278
small epicentral distances, the trend of the amplitude profiles look extremely different, let alone the279
actual amplitudes. Every MT inversion software is based on a point source approach, regardless280
of the calculation algorithm, they minimise the misfit between the seismograms and the wavefield281
produced by the source model. The forward model produced by the MT solution shows a point282
source amplitude profile (such as the blue line), thus, this profile’ shape is used to interpret the data283
generated by 1/4-ring and full-ring ruptures, which show focusing effect, i.e. profile showing larger284
amplitudes at proximal stations. Therefore, in order to minimise the misfit in the estimation, the285
software provides a result one order of magnitude larger than for distal stations (Table 1), i.e. the286
software inversion systematically overestimates the Mo to fit the amplitudes observed. For distal287
stations, the decay looks very similar for a point source and a 1/4-ring rupture and eventually288
for a full-ring rupture at longer distances. Hence, the effect of the fault curvature is reduced at289
larger distances and the point source approximation retrieves a seismic moment that can be further290
analysed. This implies that the application of the correction factor still relies on the point source291
approach, which is valid at long distances. In this way, the local focusing effect at proximal stations292
is avoided.293
In contrast to the result for MT inversion, where proximal stations performed better, seismic294
moment estimations are better constrained when we use distal stations. This leads to the obvious295
and simple conclusion that an adequate analysis of moment tensors together with a correct de-296
termination of seismic moments which considers complex fault ruptures can only be achieved with297
sufficiently dense seismic networks that cover a wide area.298
4.3. Cumulative seismic moment at Bárðarbunga299
The trapdoor caldera collapse at Bárðarbunga produced a maximum subsidence of 65 m at the300
centre of the caldera (Gudmundsson et al., 2016). Even though the seismicity is concentrated at the301
north-northwest segment and at the southern segment, Parks et al. (2017) calculated slip around the302
whole ring structure obtaining an average value of 40 m. Previous studies claimed that the caldera303
collapse happened mainly aseismically (Riel et al., 2015), due to the difference of more than two304
orders of magnitude between the smaller seismic moment Mo and the geodetic moment M
(g)
o (Riel305
et al., 2015; Gudmundsson et al., 2016; Ágústsdóttir et al., 2019). However, seismicity is assumed306
to be planar in all previous studies, which is a good approximation when the rupture area is small307
compared to the size of the caldera. In contrast, for bigger rupture areas, the curvature of the fault308
affects the radiation patterns and the seismic moment is always underestimated (Contreras-Arratia309
and Neuberg, 2019).310
Gudmundsson et al. (2016) reported the cumulative seismic moment for the caldera collapse311
as 5.07 × 1018 Nm. We correct this value assuming that partial ring rupture occurs over all the312
extent of the perimeter (1/4-, 1/2, 3/4-, full-ring ruptures), with a mean rupture arc of around 90◦.313
Therefore, we propose the apparent seismic moment to be 2.9× 5.07× 1018 Nm = 1.5× 1019 Nm.314
As mentioned above, Gudmundsson et al. (2016) calculated the geodetic moment in the range315
of 4 × 1019 Nm to 4 × 1020 Nm depending on different values of rigidity µ. For our synthetic316
experiments we use µ = 10 GPa which leads to a value of 2× 1020 Nm, which we use as an upper317
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bound. The vertical extent of the fault needs to be reduced from 12 km to 6 km (Ágústsdóttir318
et al., 2019) and the slip from 60 m to 40 m (Parks et al., 2017). With all these corrections applied319
we obtain a geodetic moment ranging from 1.4× 1019 Nm to 6.67× 1019 Nm, which is now in the320
same order of magnitude as the seismic moment. Furthermore, Heap et al. (2020) have proposed321
a method to rescale elastic moduli in volcanic environments, e.g. the rigidity is estimated to be322
2.1 GPa, which is approximately the lower bound for seismic moment proposed by Gudmundsson323
et al. (2016). Therefore, we postulate that the seismic and geodetic moments match for smaller324
and more realistic elastic moduli in volcanic settings. However, for larger rigidity values of intact325
rock, the geodetic moment is 4− 5 times larger than the total seismic moment during the caldera326
collapse.327
If we consider the upper bound, the discrepancy between the geodetic (larger) and the seismic328
(smaller) moments can be explained by slow earthquakes (Brooks et al., 2006) on lubricated faults329
(Brodsky and Kanamori, 2001), or fault creeping that produce a tremor-like seismic signal (Rubin330
et al., 1999). Here we propose that considering only big events Mw > 4 at the rim of the caldera,331
the cumulative seismic moment can be corrected to obtain a larger value, now in the same order of332
magnitude than the geodetic moment.333
5. Conclusions334
We proved that the direct application of planar fault theory is not appropriate for curved fault335
seismic sources. However, we can identify clues to conclude that curved sources are acting, such as336
a moment tensor showing a combination of an isotropic and compensated linear vector dipole.337
Moreover, the network configuration is crucial to obtain reliable results. In order to obtain338
a good representation of the moment tensor, proximal stations are needed. In addition, distal339
stations are needed for a good seismic moment estimation. Hence, we need a sufficiently good340
seismic network with stations covering a wide area around the volcano.341
Moment tensor results for different kind of ruptures in a caldera-size ring-fault show a deviatoric342
tensor which is dominated by a compensated linear vector dipole component, however, the isotropic343
component is the most important, as it is shown in the lune plots in Fig. 2c. The deviatoric tensor344
shows sub-vertical pressure axes, which supports the conclusion by Ágústsdóttir et al. (2019) of345
normal faults acting, and give insight that the Bárðarbunga caldera is in stage 4 of evolution346
according to the model of Acocella (2007).347
Our modelling shows that the seismic moment estimation using a point source approach un-348
derestimates the magnitude of the earthquakes, which needs to be corrected in order to account349
for the real rupture area. This correction estimates a seismic moment that matches the geodetic350
moment for realistic rigidity values. However, for intact rock properties the discrepancy can be up351
to a factor of 5. This contrast previous estimations that show a seismic moment of around 1% to352
10% of the geodetic moment, showing a closer match between these energy estimates of the same353
process.354
We prove that a ring-fault conceptual model can be successfully used to explain seismicity in355
caldera-size ring-faults. It needs to be carefully applied together with forward modelling in order to356
exploit its full potential. Future work could also address, the real shape of rims instead of a perfect357
ring and a stratified media to better constrain the MT solution with real data.358
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